
(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   01a-Question
Calculate the Discount Rate (including Interest Rate Risk Margin) for A using explicit quantification.

for the timing risk margin, duration of liabs. is shortened by: 14%

investment expenses: 0

strategy

item A

asset duration 4.1   * yrs

liability duration 3.2   * yrs

coverage ratio 51%

int. rt. movement in runoff period 116   * bps

disc. rt. based on portfolio 6.5%

credit risk margin 110   * bps

disc. rt. including int. rt. margin ?

Query: What do you do when L.Dur > A.Dur.

The formulas imply that the IntRtMargin is reduced , which doesn't really make sense.



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   01b-Answer
See CIA.MfAD p561/565

formula 1:  A/L Mismatch Margin = (A.Dur - L.Dur) / (L.Dur) x CovgRatio x (IntRtMov in Runoff)

formula 2:  Timing Risk Margin = (shortening) x (normal disc rt) x 10,000

formula 3:  Credit Risk Margin = given

formula 4:  TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin = SUM of above

final answer:  Discount Rate w/ Interest Rate Risk Margin = (Original Discount Rate) - (TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin)

A

( 4.1

- 3.2 )/3.2 shortened duration

x 51% x

x 116 "normal" disc. rt.

A/L mismatch margin 16.6

timing risk margin 91 = 14% x 6.5%

credit risk margin 110

TOTAL margin 217.6    * bps

final answer = 4.32% = 6.5% - 2.18%



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   02a-Question
Calculate the Discount Rate (including Interest Rate Risk Margin) for A using explicit quantification.

for the timing risk margin, duration of liabs. is shortened by: 11%

investment expenses: 0

strategy

item A

asset duration 3.5   * yrs

liability duration 3.0   * yrs

coverage ratio 70%

int. rt. movement in runoff period 109   * bps

disc. rt. based on portfolio 6.0%

credit risk margin 115   * bps

disc. rt. including int. rt. margin ?

Query: What do you do when L.Dur > A.Dur.

The formulas imply that the IntRtMargin is reduced , which doesn't really make sense.



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   02b-Answer
See CIA.MfAD p561/565

formula 1:  A/L Mismatch Margin = (A.Dur - L.Dur) / (L.Dur) x CovgRatio x (IntRtMov in Runoff)

formula 2:  Timing Risk Margin = (shortening) x (normal disc rt) x 10,000

formula 3:  Credit Risk Margin = given

formula 4:  TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin = SUM of above

final answer:  Discount Rate w/ Interest Rate Risk Margin = (Original Discount Rate) - (TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin)

A

( 3.5

- 3 )/3 shortened duration

x 70% x

x 109 "normal" disc. rt.

A/L mismatch margin 12.7

timing risk margin 66 = 11% x 6.0%

credit risk margin 115

TOTAL margin 193.7    * bps

final answer = 4.06% = 6.0% - 1.94%



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   03a-Question
Calculate the Discount Rate (including Interest Rate Risk Margin) for A using explicit quantification.

for the timing risk margin, duration of liabs. is shortened by: 18%

investment expenses: 0

strategy

item A

asset duration 3.8   * yrs

liability duration 3.2   * yrs

coverage ratio 65%

int. rt. movement in runoff period 103   * bps

disc. rt. based on portfolio 5.0%

credit risk margin 110   * bps

disc. rt. including int. rt. margin ?

Query: What do you do when L.Dur > A.Dur.

The formulas imply that the IntRtMargin is reduced , which doesn't really make sense.



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   03b-Answer
See CIA.MfAD p561/565

formula 1:  A/L Mismatch Margin = (A.Dur - L.Dur) / (L.Dur) x CovgRatio x (IntRtMov in Runoff)

formula 2:  Timing Risk Margin = (shortening) x (normal disc rt) x 10,000

formula 3:  Credit Risk Margin = given

formula 4:  TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin = SUM of above

final answer:  Discount Rate w/ Interest Rate Risk Margin = (Original Discount Rate) - (TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin)

A

( 3.8

- 3.2 )/3.2 shortened duration

x 65% x

x 103 "normal" disc. rt.

A/L mismatch margin 12.6

timing risk margin 90 = 18% x 5.0%

credit risk margin 110

TOTAL margin 212.6    * bps

final answer = 2.87% = 5.0% - 2.13%



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   04a-Question
Calculate the Discount Rate (including Interest Rate Risk Margin) for A using explicit quantification.

for the timing risk margin, duration of liabs. is shortened by: 13%

investment expenses: 0

strategy

item A

asset duration 4.8   * yrs

liability duration 3.7   * yrs

coverage ratio 53%

int. rt. movement in runoff period 109   * bps

disc. rt. based on portfolio 4.0%

credit risk margin 90   * bps

disc. rt. including int. rt. margin ?

Query: What do you do when L.Dur > A.Dur.

The formulas imply that the IntRtMargin is reduced , which doesn't really make sense.



(MfAD - Explicit Quantification)   04b-Answer
See CIA.MfAD p561/565

formula 1:  A/L Mismatch Margin = (A.Dur - L.Dur) / (L.Dur) x CovgRatio x (IntRtMov in Runoff)

formula 2:  Timing Risk Margin = (shortening) x (normal disc rt) x 10,000

formula 3:  Credit Risk Margin = given

formula 4:  TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin = SUM of above

final answer:  Discount Rate w/ Interest Rate Risk Margin = (Original Discount Rate) - (TOTAL Interest Rate Risk Margin)

A

( 4.8

- 3.7 )/3.7 shortened duration

x 53% x

x 109 "normal" disc. rt.

A/L mismatch margin 17.2

timing risk margin 52 = 13% x 4.0%

credit risk margin 90

TOTAL margin 159.2    * bps

final answer = 2.41% = 4.0% - 1.59%


